David Westin shares his experience.

Former president of ABC encourages students to confront the digital age

Jayna Gugliucci

Bill Westin

Former president of ABC, David Westin, discussed the future of electronic journalism in a course-centered seminar series at the School of Communication and Media this previous Tuesday afternoon.

Westin worked with the company from the simpler days of broadcasting in 1957 through the newer age of media in 2010. Producing shows such as Good Morning America and ABC World News with Diane Sawyer, Westin built a strong background in print media and television production unlike that of any other. For this reason, students and faculty alike gathered to hear the wise words Westin would have to offer in his speech that evening.

Fishy Business

Mercury studies reveal why eating fish may not be the healthiest choice

Ethan Fria

News Editor

What are the negative effects of consuming fish? This is one of the most common questions that everyone asks especially when they see fish from the seafood area.

Mercury studies conducted by the Environmental Protection Agency, New Jersey’s freshwater environment is under a consumption advisory for fish because of high levels of mercury.

“Tuna, marlin and other large fish because of high levels of mercury. The suggested consumption of fish with high levels of mercury is once a week, according to the advisory report.”

The suggested consumption of fish with high levels of mercury is once a week, according to the advisory report. However, it is obvious that people today think eating fish is a healthy alternative. But according to Reinfelder, consumption of fish could lead to lower levels of mercury.

According to Reinfelder’s study, marlin and tuna contain some of the highest levels of mercury among fish.

New SGA Bill Introduced

A bill is in the works to set a uniform code for all future bills

Chris Clement, a freshman legislator, is introducing this bill, his first, as a reaction to the recent confusion.

The ABCs of Electronic Journalism

Former president of ABC encourages students to confront the digital age

David Westin shares his experience.
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The Graduate School Information Session

SPOTLIGHT ON

The College of Science and Mathematics

Immediately following The Graduate School overview, there will be the following breakout sessions:

- Department of Biology and Molecular Biology (MS in Biology, MS in Marine Biology and Coastal Sciences, MS in Molecular Biology and Molecular Biology Certificate)
- Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry (MS in Chemistry, MS in Chemistry w/concentration in Biochemistry, MS in Pharmaceutical Biochemistry)
- Department of Computer Science (MS in Computer Science w/concentration in Information Technology and CISCO Certificate)
- Department of Earth and Environmental Studies (MS in Geoscience, MA in Environmental Studies, PhD in Environmental Management, Environmental Forensics Certificate, Water and Resource Management Certificate, MS in Sustainability Science and Geographic Information Science Certificate)
- Department of Mathematical Sciences (MS in Mathematics w/concentration in Mathematics Education, MS in Mathematics w/concentration in Pure and Applied Mathematics, MS in Statistics, Doctoral program in Mathematics Education (EdD), MA in Teaching Middle Grades Mathematics, Teaching Middle Grades Mathematics Certification/Certificate)
- Initial Teacher Certification (P-3, K-6 and P-12 with content area certification)
- Woodrow Wilson NJ Teaching Fellowship

Register online: montclair.edu/graduate

It’s all here. Montclair State University
montclair.edu | 973-655-5147 | graduate.school@montclair.edu
Guy Fieri Celebrates One Year
Blanton Hall hosts commemoration

In a recent interview, former President Barack Obama said President Bill Clinton worked hard to honor his commitment in terms of his health care plans, because no one else was prepared to make the commitment than Bill Clinton.

"The last official Blockbuster rental was, appropriately, the 2013 hit comedy This is the End. Too bad there’s not a movie titled 1 Thought You Guys Closed Five Years Ago.

On Campus decorated with balloons.

In a recent interview, former President Bill Clinton said President Barack Obama should honor his commitment in terms of his health care plans, because no one else was prepared to make the commitment than Bill Clinton.

"The last official Blockbuster rental was, appropriately, the 2013 hit comedy This is the End. Too bad there’s not a movie titled 1 Thought You Guys Closed Five Years Ago.

On Campus decorated with balloons.

Mercury
Continued from page 1

concentrations of mercury in the fish include Spruce Run Reservoir, Lake Hopatcong Reservoir, South Branch Raritan River Reservoir, and Great Mountain Reservoir.

According to Reinfelder, it isn’t simply mercury, but methylmercury that is most prevalent in fish.

How does mercury get into fish in such high levels?

Most ordinary metals dilute as you move up the food chain, but mercury does not. Mercury stays in the animal’s system, propogating the metal throughout the food tree.

Coal-fired power plants and waste incinerators distribute mercury into the air, which then settles. Many believe that mercury concentra- tions in the water, where it then affects the fish, but that isn’t all true, according to Dr. Karen Pennington, Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life.

During the celebration, there was an unveiling of a plaque inside the restaurant that features an autograph from Guy Fieri, as well as a picture of him with Montclair State University’s Mascot Rocky the Red Hawk.

"I was also singing of “Happy Birthday” as well as a cake cutting, led by Pennington and other administrators on campus.

Guy Fieri has been an incredible concept for a restaurant on campus that our students really enjoy, said Dr. Karen Pennington, Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life.

“We have been very pleased with the first iteration and we are very happy that students have enjoyed it for over a year.

Over 300 people came out to Blanton to take part in the festivities, including music from DJ Ridd, free food from vendors on campus like Dunkin Donuts, Subway Con- nection and Einstein Bros. Bagels and raffles for prizes like a free meal from Guy Fi- eiri On Campus.
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Peak Performances

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE

A Streetcar Named Desire

Written by Tennessee Williams
Direction and Choreography by Kari Margolis
Multimedia and Soundscape by Tony Brown
Set Design by Christina Pfeffercorn
Lighting Design by Jorge Arroyo
Costume Design by Sarah Acklen Stouff

Nov. 14 & 15 – 7:30 p.m. | Nov. 16 – 2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m. | Nov 17 – 1:00 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MSU Wind Symphony
and MSU Symphonic Band
“The Leaves Are Falling”
Thomas McCauley, conductor
Nov. 22 – 7:30 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MSU Chorale & MSU Singers
Heather J. Buchanan, conductor
Nov. 23 – 8:00 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org | Every Seat $15
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.
This winter, give yourself some credit.

Winter Session registration opens November 4

- Courses run from December 20-January 17
- More than 100 online and hybrid courses available
- Earn up to four credits
- Undergraduate and graduate courses

Learn more at montclair.edu/winter

Montclair State University
montclair.edu
This elfin, doe-eyed beauty Lesely Hornby, known as "Twiggy," took the fashion world by storm at the fresh age of only 16 years old. She became the face of the swinging sixties as a role model for young teenagers, creating brand new looks called "mod" and "the Twiggy," as well as forever being a fashion icon.

Lesley Hornby, a London native, is internationally known as the world’s first supermodel. Her boyish frame was seen as unique in the industry and instantly made her different from all of the other models. She earned the name “Twiggy” due to her endlessly long legs and thin build.

Her true story began sometime in 1966, when Hornby walked into the House of Leonard salon to have her lengthy locks trimmed for modeling test shots. To her surprise, Leonard himself asked her permission to try a new style of haircut that he had in mind, and in return, he would pay for her photographs. He dyed her hair blonde and cut it super "pixie" short.

With this new look, Hornby was even more gorgeous. She had her modeling test photos taken and gave one of her portraits to Leonard, who displayed it in his salon. Soon after, a fashion writer from Daily Express saw the photo in the salon and became very intrigued by the girl with the slicked-back boyish haircut. Only three weeks later, Daily Express named Hornby “The Face of ’66.” This event turned Hornby into an international fashion phenomenon. This interestingly beautiful newcomer attracted the attention of the fashion world. Some famous bystanders doubted her look while others were infatuated with it. She was featured in Vogue and Elle and was a model in the runway show for her own dress line.

In 1967, Hornby went on a six-week tour to the United States. She posed for many American photographers and promoted her brand new dress line in The New Yorker, a 50-page spread was devoted to Hornby, welcoming her to the wonderful city. That same year, she was on the cover of Vogue four times, the British edition of Vogue four times, as well as many other magazines and publications. She became an exclusive model in the United States, France and Japan. She also introduced the Twiggy doll as well as her own eyeliner and other products could replicate her famous long-lash eye makeup. Teenagers looked up to Hornby and wanted to sport her doe-eyed, dainty look.

Within the next two years, this pixie-queen took upon new projects. She produced an album, Beautiful Dreams, which sparked her interest and passion of music. She also traveled to Germany to promote her dress line and Japan to film commercials. Unfortunately, in 1969, Hornby decided to retire from modeling and focus her career on music and film. However, this did not stop her from being a style icon. She appeared in movies and sitcoms, which only caught more of the public's attention. Her mod look was widely desired by the young generation.

In her adult years, Hornby became an interviewer for her television series, Twiggy’s People, and became a judge on the popular America’s Next Top Model. She also wrote a book titled A Guide to Looking and Feeling Fabulous over Forty and introduced a clothing line for the U.K. brand Marks & Spencer.

Even though Hornby’s modeling career seemed to be short-lived, the fashion phenomenon that was Twiggy will always be an important aspect to the industry. With her boyish looks, large dreamy eyes and elfin crop cut, she struck the industry and spun it into Twiggy World. This style icon will live on and forever be remembered as the face of the late 1960s.
The Skinny On Fats

Alexis Fissinger
Staff Writer

In today's diet-crazed society, the word “fat” often comes with a negative connotation. Before everyone misguided started to believe that eating fat is what causes weight gain, it was, and still is, a nutrient essential for survival. According to the United States Department of Health and Human Services and Agriculture’s nationally accepted standards from the 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 20-35 percent of an individual’s daily calories should come from fat. For example, if you consume 2,000 calories per day, you should aim to consume about 44-77 grams of fat since each gram of the nutrient contains nine calories. However, it is not just the amount of fat that matters, but also the type of fat.

There are three main types of fat: unsaturated, saturated and trans fats. While all foods generally contain a mixture of these fats, there will always be one type of fat that dominates.

The Bad Guys: Saturated and Trans Fats

These fats increase your risk for cardiovascular disease and Type 2 diabetes. Consumption of saturated fat increases bad LDL cholesterol and the total cholesterol level in your blood. The effects of trans fat are even worse, as it increases the bad LDL cholesterol while decreasing the good HDL cholesterol in the blood.

The American Heart Association recommends limiting your saturated fat intake to less than 7 percent of your total daily calories. Significant amounts of saturated fat are found in butter, fatty cuts of meat, full-fat yogurt, milk, cheese and ice cream products.

Trans fat is naturally found in small amounts in dairy and meat, but the concern lies where they occur most commonly: in processed foods. The addition of chemicals with trans fat during processing increases flavor, texture and shelf life of foods, making it an ideal ingredient for many junk food items— from the perspective of the food manufacturer, that is.

The health consequences of consuming trans fat are so great that in 2006, the Food and Drug Administration began requiring the amount of trans fat to be included on the Nutrition Facts label of foods with more than 0.5 grams of trans fat per serving. Studies show that since this labeling law, Americans have significantly decreased their daily intake of trans fats from 4.6 grams in 2003 to an average of one gram of trans fat per day in 2012.

Last week, the FDA announced their immediate intention to completely eradicate the addition of trans fat to food products during processing as a preventative measure against coronary heart disease in the United States.

Check out the Nutrition Facts label on these common foods with trans fat:

- Cookies, cakes, muffins, candy, pie crusts, pizza dough
- Prepared cake/muffin/brownie mixes, pancake mixes, chocolate drink mixes
- Snack foods: chips, crackers, microwave popcorn
- Vegetable shortening, stick margarine
- Fried foods: doughnuts, french fries, chicken nuggets, hard taco shells

The Good Guys: Mono- and Polyunsaturated Fats

Replacing a majority of the saturated and trans fats in your diet with unsaturated fats may improve blood pressure, blood cholesterol levels and overall heart health in addition to preventing against cardiovascular disease and Type 2 diabetes. Generally, great sources of unsaturated fats include oils, fatty fish, nuts and seeds. Unsaturated fats come in two types: monounsaturated and polyunsaturated.

Monounsaturated fats are the dominant fat in olive oil, nuts, seeds and avocados.

Healthy polyunsaturated fats can be categorized even further into omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, both containing heart healthy properties.

Omega-3 polyunsaturated fats are found in walnuts, flaxseed and fatty fish like salmon.

Omega-6 polyunsaturated fats are present in vegetable oils like safflower, corn and soybean oil.

Simple things to remember when making good decisions about fats:

1. Read the nutrition facts label:
   - Unsaturated fats = good
   - Saturated fats = bad
   - Trans fats = worse

2. Solid, animal fats and fatty processed foods = saturated and/or trans fats
   - Liquid, plant-based fats = unsaturated fats (generally)
Does gender play a role in how celebrity scandals are viewed by the public?

He Said

It’s hard to say whether or not celebrity scandals are viewed differently because the celebrations are male or female, mainly because men and women have different ideas of scandals. I’m not saying that both of those genders have their own scandals because women are incapable ofiah or men are better at whatever. What I’m saying is, look at the evidence. Serena Williams didn’t get drunk and get caught in a multi-mistress sex scandal and, sure as hell, nobody wants to see Bill Murray grind all up on Robin Thicke whilst sticking his tongue out. I give those examples to prove that nine out of 10 times, certain events will happen around certain people. It’s the closest to fact you can get within being scientifically proven. Men and women have certain scandals that they will get caught up in. That’s why it’s hard to judge the public’s reaction to certain celebrity antics.

There are many variables when it comes to scandals. Is the celebrity a man or woman? Are they A-list or D-list? Are they young or old? All of those and more affect how we view celebrities. I won’t be the only one to say that Miley Cyrus and Selena Gomez are viewed and treated differently. If they were arrested together for drug possession, our first reaction as a society would be, “How dare Miley try to corrupt Selena?” The sad thing is that, even if it was proven that the drugs were Gomez’s, we’d still think she was innocent. It’s like when your parents tell you that they’re not mad but disappointed. Let’s say Chris Hemsworth was a victim of domestic abuse. We’d laugh at him worth was a victim of domestic violence. However, girls all look at Miley Cyrus and Selena Gomez as the victims, because they are men. It’s the closest to fact you can get within being scientifically proven. No matter how hard they may try to break boundaries, the only thing males and females, not genders, are doing when performing their publicity stunts is confirming gender roles.

She Said

In today’s age, tabloids are becoming more popular than most news outlets. People choose to read about Miley Cyrus’ latest stunt rather than educating themselves on the upcoming election. This fad of watching TMZ and reading tabloid magazines, the popularity of certain celebrity antics is definitely their problem. Celebrities have their own publicity stunts that they pull based on whatever they want to accomplish. They can be like Kanye West and jump on stage in front of Taylor Swift and tell the audience how Beyonce should have won the award instead of this young girl who now have won the award instead of the most of millions of people at an award show.

The biggest difference between male and female celebrities is their style of publicity stunts. Although they are extremely infuriating and annoying, male publicity stunts are relatively harmless most of the time. For the most part, guys tend to just do or say something that only strengthens their masculinity. Like good ol’ Beibs having a video “accidentally” released of him sleeping after a night with a prostitute or Bill Murray having a video “accidentally” released of him asleep after a night with a prostitute in Brazil. However, girls almost always turn on the sex factor, which isn’t always as “innocent” as the male publicity stunts. Britney and Madonna made out. Janet Jackson had a “wardrobe malfunction” at the Super Bowl, revealing herself to the entire nation. Miley Cyrus decided to touch herself inappropriately with a foam finger before intensely “grinding” on Robin Thicke. The common theme in all of these stunts? Sexuality.

The way that different celebrities gain publicity is almost synonymous with how the media portrays masculinity and femininity. Girls tend to do things that make them seem stronger or more masculine, whereas girls usually do things that will make them appealing sexually. Although men and women tend to have their own varying techniques on how to shock the public, it is almost always on stage at some major award show or some other highly-publicized event. Just take it second to examine all of the settings of the examples in this column.

No matter how hard they may try to break boundaries, the only thing males and females, not genders, are doing when performing their publicity stunts is confirming gender roles.
In 2010, in Oyelaja’s third year at MSU, Red Hawk, he and a few of his friends (Luke Muller, Nick Brasile and Aaron Cicchino) decided to create Baseline Productions. Initially, the company was developed as a way to share their common passion for music and entertainment with fellow students and the surrounding college community. It didn’t take long to recognize the major opportunities Oyelaja had right before his eyes.

“I realized that most students on campus wanted to and needed to connect more with their campus community, and outside vendors wanted to connect with the students, so I decided to create the recourse,” Oyelaja said.

The one major advantage he had for starting the company was rooted in his own experiences with music as a child. Being born in Lagos, Nigeria and then moving to places like London and Kansas City, Mo. and now residing in Linden, N.J., Oyelaja saw DJ-ing as a perfect way to entertain people anywhere he went. Surprisingly, he never really considered that DJ-ing could be anything more than a hobby. Oyelaja thinks most people nowadays, especially students, are afraid to pursue something they love because they are made to believe that what they’re passionate about could never help them sustain a financially secure future.

BaseLine Productions is now a perfect example of the success students could reach if they tapped into their talents and used them to create something bigger. The company has proven to offer a multitude of services including, but not limited to: photography, DJ services, promotions, advertisement, wedding services, sweet 16 parties, community/corporate events and concerts. BaseLine Productions has also provided its services to many reputable clients like Six Flags Great Adventure, Michael J. Fox Relay for Life and Red Bull, just to name a few. Oyelaja, Muller and Brasile have already seen such a tremendous growth in popularity since they started BaseLine.

“As a company, BaseLine has been involved all around the Montclair State campus with different organizations and events. Because of this constant involvement and dedication towards MSU, the BaseLine team has been able to build a franchise that has extended to colleges and universities all throughout New Jersey,” said Muller.

Each member is still particularly ambitious about the company. Oyelaja even hopes to make it into a Fortune 500 company some day.

“As for the nickname ‘Mr. Montclair State,’ you might be wondering if any student could really be deserving of that title. But according to Oyelaja and the BaseLine team, much of their inspiration and success can be attributed to their experiences at MSU. Oyelaja started BaseLine Productions with people he met at school because he wanted to connect more students and entertain them. He has literally trademarked himself as one of the friendliest guys on campus, which essentially benefits the company and keeps it running, and he continues to do all he can to represent the Red Hawks.

“I love that I could be considered for that sort of coming title. I love this school and I am going to make it known to the world and future leaders of the world that it’s bowing,” he said.

If being a entrepreneur, musician, CEO and a graduate student at the age of 23 doesn’t earn you that title, then I don’t know what would.
### Classifieds

#### Help Wanted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Babysitter/Mother's helper</td>
<td>After school help for 3 children in Upper Montclair. Days &amp; hours flexible. Occasional nighttime babysitter also required. Contact Lesley: <a href="mailto:lesley@abulhayoglou.com">lesley@abulhayoglou.com</a> or 201-563-2047.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part-time Nanny</td>
<td>Part-time Nanny wanted from 3:00 - 6:30 p.m. Minimum of 3 days per week (prefer 5) for 2 elementary age children in Pompton Plains. Requires homework help, transportation to extracurricular activities, light housework and cooking. Please call Allie 973-476-5892.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room for Rent</td>
<td>Babysitter/Mother’s helper: After school help for 3 children in Upper Montclair. Days &amp; hours flexible. Occasional nighttime babysitter also required. Contact Lesley: <a href="mailto:lesley@abulhayoglou.com">lesley@abulhayoglou.com</a> or 201-563-2047.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After school care for a five year old in Cedar Grove, starting in September 2013. Five days a week, but would consider 2-3 days. Please contact Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com or call 973-615-7371.

#### Room for Rent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Room for Rent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Save $$$ - Female students, grads, transfers. Furnished room rentals Jan – May, across from Campus on Valley Road. Internet included.</td>
<td>Room for Rent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking</td>
<td>Reasonable off-street parking, M-F. Only three min. walk to MSU Bridge &amp; Shuttle! Call 973-819-0334 Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.- 8 p.m. ONLY.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Parking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Parking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are you a college student experienced in child care and looking for a stable income while pursuing your degree? Becoming a Nanny can provide fulfillment and still allow the time to pursue outside endeavors. Contact Kelley at Perfect Fit Nanny Placement Agency: <a href="mailto:Kanazarian@gmail.com">Kanazarian@gmail.com</a> or call 862-485-5111.</td>
<td>Parking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Interested in Advertising with The Montclarion?

**Email**

montclarionadsales@gmail.com

**For More Information and Details**
And now time for something different ...

**SUDOKU!**

```
4 6 5
2 3 9
3 9 
1 5 4
8 7 
4 7 2
5 3 1
6 5 
```

**Toons**

THE RED HAWK PALS
BY ASHLEY MATARAMA

HAVE YOU HAD A CHANCE
TO VOLUNTEER?

MSU OFFERS
MANY WAYS
TO VOLUNTEER
ON AND OFF
CAMPUS.

JAC Comics!!

#5 — Circle, Circle, Dot, Dot

OH NO... THE INFECTION IS SPREADING

IF I DON'T WORK FAST, IT'LL BE TOO LATE.

MY STOMACH IS CHURNING...

I HADEN'T COUNTED ON
MIMIKO'S COOTIES!

FOR CRYING OUT LOUD,
AREN'T YOU IN COLLEGE??
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I n last week’s election, there were 1,749 Montclair State University students registered to vote, but only 192 ballots were cast, with only a 10.86 percent turn-out. Presidential ballots may be able to clear the eleventh percentile, but it’s a shame to say that this year’s voting efforts by our student body were severely lacking.

What made the 2012 voting poorer in comparison to this year’s voting results? One significant difference was the campaign. In 2012, many students were excited to be able to vote for the President of the United States, probably for the first time in their lives. However, the efforts to register voters couldn’t be compared.

This year, I was only asked if I was registered to vote once. I was bombarded by registration forms last year. Many organizations were collaborating to push students to register, something that was completely missing this year. We can’t blame the organizations of this campus for the lack of enthusiasm this year. It isn’t their responsibility to remind students to register or to help them, but last year, the constant nagging to register students reminded them where and when voting was taking place in their areas. Instead, there were only emails sent, saying about the polling place on campus—a single polling place on campus that was only accessible to those in Blaustein, Sinatra, Hawks Crossing, the Village and the Heights. This meant that students in those complexes were allowed to vote at the Mackhuys Heights polling place. It was great that we had the polling place for half of the campus, but there had been little to no mention where other students could go to cast their votes. The only real mention of polling in the other two districtоде were on montclair.edu. This is not only a classic case of miscommunication but also a perfect example as to how ineffective our emailing to students was in trying to notify students about events on campus. To put it bluntly, a majority of students find the constant emails rather annoying and typically ignore them. This campus needs its organizations to collaborate every year to outline students constantly about participating in voting.

It’s a shame to see a lot of students disinterested in our state’s politics, especially with the attacks from Little Falls Republicans in regards to our student body.

The last gubernatorial debate was held in our very own Kasner Theater. A lot of students fail to realize the importance of local and state elections as well, which makes the encouraging of participation necessary.

Students educated peers is a wholesome and poetic gesture, and after the recent Equal Marriage arguments, something like this would have saved us a good collaborative effort for our community. Lastly, what we believe really affected this year’s turnout was the address changes. Many students who lived in a different district last year did not have their new addresses updated to their current campus address which would have allowed them to vote in Mackhuys Heights. This lead to many students having to fill out absentee ballots. Maybe with the pre-registration of elections, Montclair State will have a more organized system for voting on campus.

Those who organized the polling station deserve a lot of credit. There were many difficulties with getting a polling station last year and they still had glitches for those who needed to go off-campus to vote, but the advertising for voting was done incorrectly. People can question the school for the lack of advertising and why the efforts urged students to vote was nowhere near last year’s enthusiasm.

If the university is interested in having its students vote, it should be taking more initiative to inform students. Students should also realize the importance and take interest in more localized elections.

Question of the Week

Do you feel that when you vote in elections, your vote makes a difference?

**Veronica Medina**
Sophomore

“My vote does make a difference, because we are a lot of students. If we vote, everyone always says that one vote which can differentiate between yes or no, so I feel that it does make a difference.”

**Lenny Barria**
Senior

“My vote does make a difference, because you know the people you elect to run the country are very important as part of voting power. I think that we, as the people, have a choice to vote, and that is something that we should take advantage of as part of voting power. I think that [in elections], it really depends on who has the most money, because if you ask someone who ran for president last year, most people would say only Obama and Romney. They aren’t aware of all the other candidates that run because those two had the most money to market their campaigns.”

**Josh Yi**
Freshman

“I think when you vote, we’ll definitely make a difference. A vote is like an ant. One ant cannot lift a heavy rock. Once a lot of ants come together, they will lift that heavy rock, and that’s when we can make the difference.”

**Ray Aguiler**
Sophomore

“I think a vote really counts because you vote for what you believe is right. You vote to pick the right person to lead your country, state, town—it whatever it is. Little by little, votes count because they all add up. Let’s just say that if you didn’t vote for a person, it would have been a vote less that went to him, as your vote does count.”

**Vince Noren**
Sophomore

“I do think that my vote does count because I think that we, as the people, have a choice to vote, and that is something that we should take advantage of as part of voting power. I think that [in elections], it really depends on who has the most money, because if you ask someone who ran for president last year, most people would say only Obama and Romney. They aren’t aware of all the other candidates that run because those two had the most money to market their campaigns.”

Thumbs Up

Exercising for transit fare

Stevie Nicks to appear on American Horror Story

FDA bans trans fat

Thumbs Down

Philippines typhoon

Destruction of the Great Barrier Reef

Miley Cyrus’ publicity stunts

**Vicky Leta**
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To the Editor,

My name is Wayne Ernst, a Class of 2013 alumnus of MSU. I still keep up with The Montclarion, and I read an opinion piece written by "Awmir" that I believe misses very critical facts in the piece. A dollar a Day Keeps Employee Away.

The issue of whether or not the SGA is legally allowed to take political stance on public policy matters even as 501(c)(3) organizations.

According to the SGA Constitution, the entire organization, that is, every single member, must be in agreement to the entire organization's political stances or decisions in general must be "in the best interest of the entire organization." Therefore, no decision in any political stances or decisions must be "in the best interest of the entire organization," that is, every single member of the entire organization agrees to it.

Clearing up SGA's tax-exempt status, in response to the article "A Dollar a Day Keeps Employee Away.

1. What is the primary issue at hand?

2. What is the core of the disagreement?

3. What are some of the implications of this disagreement?

4. What are some possible solutions to this disagreement?

5. What are the potential outcomes of this disagreement?

Thank you,

Wayne Ernst

A Merit-based Tax Exempt Status

Counters the Myth that "A Dollar a Day Keeps Employee Away.

To the Editor,

I was really impressed by the recent redesign of the Montclarion website. As the discussion gained momentum, he pointed at the newspaper's high-profile stories. The new site is one of the most engaging websites I have seen. The design is clean and modern, and the layout is user-friendly. It's easy to navigate, and the articles are well-organized. The Montclarion now has a fresh and vibrant look that reflects its commitment to providing high-quality journalism.

Moreover, the new site features an improved search function, making it easier to find specific articles. The navigation menu is intuitive, and the site is responsive, ensuring a seamless experience on all devices. The design is also responsive, ensuring a seamless experience on all devices. The design is also mobile-friendly, and the site is optimized for smartphones and tablets.

In conclusion, the Montclarion's redesign is a major step forward in the evolution of its digital platform. The new website is a testament to the newspaper's commitment to excellence and innovation. I commend the Montclarion for its dedication to providing the highest quality of journalism and for embracing new technologies to enhance the reading experience.

Sincerely,

Amer Ebeid

The Montclair Mail Policy: All letters must be typed or e-mailed and be submitted to The Montclarion. Letters will be published at the discretion of the Managing Editor. Letters exceeding 500 words will not be published. Letters submitted via email must be sent to montclarion@msu.edu. The Montclarion does not accept libelous letters.

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concerns about the lack of social media presence among young people. As the discussion gained momentum, he pointed at the newspaper's high-profile stories. The new site is one of the most engaging websites I have seen. The design is clean and modern, and the layout is user-friendly. It's easy to navigate, and the articles are well-organized. The Montclarion now has a fresh and vibrant look that reflects its commitment to providing high-quality journalism.

Moreover, the new site features an improved search function, making it easier to find specific articles. The navigation menu is intuitive, and the site is responsive, ensuring a seamless experience on all devices. The design is also responsive, ensuring a seamless experience on all devices. The design is also mobile-friendly, and the site is optimized for smartphones and tablets.

In conclusion, the Montclarion's redesign is a major step forward in the evolution of its digital platform. The new website is a testament to the newspaper's commitment to excellence and innovation. I commend the Montclarion for its dedication to providing the highest quality of journalism and for embracing new technologies to enhance the reading experience.

Sincerely,

Amer Ebeid

The Montclair Mail Policy: All letters must be typed or e-mailed and be submitted to The Montclarion. Letters will be published at the discretion of the Managing Editor. Letters exceeding 500 words will not be published. Letters submitted via email must be sent to montclarion@msu.edu. The Montclarion does not accept libelous letters.
Netflix Secures Disney Exclusives

Megan Rose Spirlitti
Staff Writer

Netflix continues to introduce original TV shows as it jogs forces with Disney to bring forth the media giant’s former Marvel Cinematic Heroes. This will lead up to a marathon of four series in 2015, according to Marvel. The streaming service committed to 13 four-episode, live-action series focused on Marvel’s heroes and villains of Marvel’s Kicks, N.Y. The first, to air in 2016, will be a sequel to the series followed by Jessica Jones, Iron Fist and Luke Cage in subsequent years. These four series will culminate into Marvel’s TV Defenders. These mini-series event about this dream team was here in its making.

This new arrangement, produced by Marvel Television and ABC Studios, follows last year’s major deal that gave Netflix exclusive rights to Disney films beginning in 2016. It gives the US subscription television services a first-run, live-action and animated movies from Walt Disney Studios. This includes movies from Walt Disney Animation Studios, Pixar Animation Studios, Marvel Studios, Dinosaur and Lucas-film, according to Deadline.

“This deal is unparalleled in its scope and size, and reinforces our commitment to deliver Marvel’s brand, content and characters across all platforms of storytelling. Netflix offers an incredible platform for the kind of rich storytelling that is Marvel’s specialty,” said Alan Fine, president of Marvel Entertainment, in a statement released on the Marvel website. “This serialization epic expands the narrative possibilities of on-demand television and gives fans the flexibility to immerse themselves how and when they want in what seems to be a thrilling and engaging adventure.”

This announcement came after another Marvel series was brought to television. Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. premiered on ABC this fall and has been picked up for a full season. It has been very strong in DVR/On-demand viewing, and according to TV Guide, the record of the show is “through the roof.” With over 40 million members in more than 40 countries, Netflix has become the leader in offering streaming Internet television. It receives more than one billion hours of TV shows and movies watched per month, including Netflix’s own original series. These series include the political drama House of Cards, the fourth season of the sitcom Arrested Development and the comedy-drama Orange is the New Black.

House of Cards, starring Kevin Spacey, Robin Wright, Kate Mara and Corey Stoll, received the first Primetime Emmy Awards nominations for an original television only television series this year. It received nine nominations, winning three of them for Outstanding Directing for a Drama Series, Outstanding Cinematography for a Single-camera Series and Outstanding Production Design for a Drama Series.

Orange is the New Black, starring Taylor Schilling, Laura Prepon, Michael J. Harney, Kate Mulgrew and Jason Biggs received more viewers and hours viewed in its first week than the other popular aforementioned Netflix original series.

Netflix has already introduced the Internet TV audience to award-winning TV shows and is continuing to introduce new original shows with Marvel’s four series and mini-series coming soon.

How much are you willing to forgive to protect the ones you love? Where are the lines to cross in a relationship? How do you define love? Are there really two sides to every story? Is the audience through bits and pieces of storytelling. Netflix offers an incredible platform for the kind of rich storytelling that is Marvel’s specialty,” said Alan Fine, president of Marvel Entertainment, in a statement released on the Marvel website. “This serialization epic expands the narrative possibilities of on-demand television and gives fans the flexibility to immerse themselves how and when they want in what seems to be a thrilling and engaging adventure.”

This announcement came after another Marvel series was brought to television. Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. premiered on ABC this fall and has been picked up for a full season. It has been very strong in DVR/On-demand viewing, and according to TV Guide, the record of the show is “through the roof.” With over 40 million members in more than 40 countries, Netflix has become the leader in offering streaming Internet television. It receives more than one billion hours of TV shows and movies watched per month, including Netflix’s own original series. These series include the political drama House of Cards, the fourth season of the sitcom Arrested Development and the comedy-drama Orange is the New Black.

House of Cards, starring Kevin Spacey, Robin Wright, Kate Mara and Corey Stoll, received the first Primetime Emmy Awards nominations for an original television only television series this year. It received nine nominations, winning three of them for Outstanding Directing for a Drama Series, Outstanding Cinematography for a Single-camera Series and Outstanding Production Design for a Drama Series.

Orange is the New Black, starring Taylor Schilling, Laura Prepon, Michael J. Harney, Kate Mulgrew and Jason Biggs received more viewers and hours viewed in its first week than the other popular aforementioned Netflix original series.

Netflix has already introduced the Internet TV audience to award-winning TV shows and is continuing to introduce new original shows with Marvel’s four series and mini-series coming soon.

How much are you willing to forgive to protect the ones you love? Where are the lines to cross in a relationship? How do you define love? Are there really two sides to every story? Is the audience through bits and pieces of storytelling. Netflix offers an incredible platform for the kind of rich storytelling that is Marvel’s specialty,” said Alan Fine, president of Marvel Entertainment, in a statement released on the Marvel website. “This serialization epic expands the narrative possibilities of on-demand television and gives fans the flexibility to immerse themselves how and when they want in what seems to be a thrilling and engaging adventure.”

This announcement came after another Marvel series was brought to television. Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. premiered on ABC this fall and has been picked up for a full season. It has been very strong in DVR/On-demand viewing, and according to TV Guide, the record of the show is “through the roof.” With over 40 million members in more than 40 countries, Netflix has become the leader in offering streaming Internet television. It The play follows a young girl named Li’l Bit, growing up in rural Maryland during the 1960s. Li’l Bit narrates the play as an adult and takes the audience through bits and pieces of her life up until that point. The play is told through a series of flashbacks under the guise of driving lessons. Only Li’l Bit and Uncle Peck are full characters; all other family members are represented by the Female Greek chorus, Teenage Greek Chorus and Male Greek Chorus. The central (perhaps driving) event in her story takes place in 1962, when Li’l Bit is 11 and her Uncle Peck gives her a camera to protect the ones she loves. As she explores the world of photography, Li’l Bit must decide whether to keep the camera or to destroy it. She soon realizes there are deeper questions to take provocative pictures of her. Although he makes use of his camera, he is the only member of her family who wants to protect her and hep her plan to escape. She also explores the nature of their plans to go to college. This complex exploration is the center of connection to her uncle becomes more than a family member as they consider outside- ers in their family. The film is in time narrated by Li’l Bit reveal the massive internal conflict she feels regarding her uncle, and portrays the uncle himself not merely as a monster, but as a tormentor and misguided man who felt lost after fighting in war. She feels a complex, deep connection to her uncle because of their shared exploration of our pasts. It’s This piece to me is an jarring example of how some people never learn. We all know how and when they want in what seems to be a thrilling and engaging adventure.”

This announcement came after another Marvel series was brought to television. Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. premiered on ABC this fall and has been picked up for a full season. It has been very strong in DVR/On-demand viewing, and according to TV Guide, the record of the show is “through the roof.” With over 40 million members in more than 40 countries, Netflix has become the leader in offering streaming Internet television. It

The play follows a young girl named Li’l Bit, growing up in rural Maryland during the 1960s. Li’l Bit narrates the play as an adult and takes the audience through bits and pieces of her life up until that point. The play is told through a series of flashbacks under the guise of driving lessons. Only Li’l Bit and Uncle Peck are full characters; all other family members are represented by the Female Greek chorus, Teenage Greek Chorus and Male Greek Chorus. The central (perhaps driving) event in her story takes place in 1962, when Li’l Bit is 11 and her Uncle Peck gives her a camera to protect the ones she loves. As she explores the world of photography, Li’l Bit must decide whether to keep the camera or to destroy it. She soon realizes there are deeper questions to take provocative pictures of her. Although he makes use of his camera, he is the only member of her family who wants to protect her and help her plan to escape. She also explores the nature of their plans to go to college. This complex exploration is the center of connection to her uncle becomes more than a family member as they consider outsiders in their family. The film is in time narrated by Li’l Bit reveal the massive internal conflict she feels regarding her uncle, and portrays the uncle himself not merely as a monster, but as a tormentor and misguided man who felt lost after fighting in war. She feels a complex, deep connection to her uncle because of their shared exploration of our pasts. It’s This piece to me is an jarring example of how some people never learn. We all know
Salacious ‘Scandal’: ABC’s Smash Hit

Victoria Nelli  
Staff Writer

Over the years, all of television’s most memorable shows have had notable finales, uncommon plot twists, and impressive writing. Even so, what makes a show stay near and dear to our hearts forever is the timely case of “will they or won’t they?”

Almost every show that has reached critical acclaim has featured the adorable crowd favorite: frustrating sexual tension between the two male and female main characters. No show in the last couple of years has made audiences question their sanity more than ABC’s smash hit Scandal.

The show’s lead characters, Olivia Pope and President Fitzgerald Grant, hate each other, purposely try to hurt each other and can’t stand the thought of not being with each other. Shonda Rhimes, the show’s creator and executive producer isn’t new to the love triangle and forbidden love route with her characters. Her other hit series include Grey’s Anatomy and Private Practice and have featured jaw-dropping, headline-dominating romances. Scandal, however, has its own category.

Scandal premiered on April 5, 2012 and it soon burst onto the primetime lineup and quickly gained a very strong and boisterous following. Kerry Washington’s character, Pope, is a fixer, or as referred to on the show, “a gladiator in a suit.” If there is a secret someone wants kept hidden or a case someone wants destroyed, Pope and her team takes care of it. Whether it’s covering up a murder by destroying the evidence or covering up her own affair with the President, Pope does it all.

Season three is well underway and does not show any signs of slowing down. So far, we have seen who Pope’s father is and what he does. We are also learning about what happened to her mother and who was in on her death. We are also getting to see a new side of Huck this season, played by the incredible Guillermo Diaz. We are learning more about Huck’s past and him and Jake Ballard’s involvement with the secret unit B613. Ballard is played by Grey’s Anatomy alum Scott Foley.

Not only is Pope balancing the heart wrenching struggle of trying to solve what happened to her mother, but she also is dealing with the fact that she is helping Lisa Kudrow’s character, Congresswoman Josephine Marcus, run for president instead of helping the man she loves win his re-election. Congresswoman Marcus is new this season and is a powerhouse. She is giving Fitz a run for his money and will definitely be a serious threat to him and his campaign for re-election.

With the addition of Kudrow to the cast, I think it brings a much softer feel. Congresswoman Marcus is tough but won’t let the media or a fellow politician bring her down. She believes in herself and won’t stand for sexism and belittling. At the same time, she is soft-spoken, caring and truly passionate about being President, and I think that adds a nice touch to the already extremely character-driven show.

Overall, Scandal is one of the strongest shows on television. The casting for the show is impeccable and Rhimes is one of the top producers today for a good reason. There are sure to be more shocking reveals in episodes to come and there most definitely will be more scandalous tension between Pope and the President.

Photo courtesy of popwatch.ew.com  
Olivia Pope in the arms of her secret lover, the President.
Everybody is familiar with it. That pulsating four-on-the-floor beat with leads and melodies working together harmoniously in a way that causes drogued out 20-somethings to become “one with the music,” if only for a moment to run away from their post-recession retail jobs. EDM has gotten to the point where the happy hardcore warehouse raves of the 1990s have evolved to a multi-million dollar production juggernaut with stadium aspirations. With the advent of piracy and cheap software, many others have released albums of their own, and musicians don’t have the same time, music to be prevented from being uploaded, now would be the time to throw that in.

Now, I won’t discount the contributions that the truly great producers such as Tiësto, Armin Van Buuren and many others have released over the years. However, for every good producer, everybody can confidently agree that there’s at least 10 “artists” with bedroom skills and pads instead of strings. They have just been pressing keys and call themselves artists. Because programs can adjust every frequency oscillator, just in case you were curious. “I don’t need to know what those are! I have a program that has all the best WUB WUB WUB [sic] presets!” It’s a race to see who’s the first to vomit out a “track” or give up and relocate their impulse to the basement because “it was too complicated.” In full disclosure, I have a program that has multiple records. First, Eminem became the first artist since The Beatles to have four songs in the Top 20 of the Hot 100, which is a huge accomplishment. Rihanna also broke a record with “The Monster” becoming her 25th Top Ten hit song, tying Elvis Presley. She is currently tied for eighth place on the all-time list, only 13 away from all-time record holder Madonna.

Music
Continued from page 1

Everybody wanna be a DJ, but nobody wanna be a SN.

Table: Billboard Hot 100 - Week of Nov. 7

| #1. Royals - Lorde | (Last week - #1, Weeks on chart - 18 weeks) |
| #2. Wrecking Ball - Miley Cyrus | (Last week - #3, Weeks on chart - 11 weeks) |
| #3. The Monster - Eminem feat. Rihanna | (Last week - Weeks on chart - 1 week) |
| #4. Roar - Katy Perry | (Last week - #2, Weeks on chart - 13 weeks) |
| #5. Wake Me Up - Avicii feat. Aloe Blacc | (Last week - #4, Weeks on chart - 19 weeks) |

#6. Story of My Life - One Direction | (Last week - Weeks on chart - 1 week) |
#7. Hold On We’re Going Home - Drake | (Last week - #5, Weeks on chart - 13 weeks) |
#8. Demons - Imagine Dragons | (Last week - #9, Weeks on chart - 28 weeks) |
#9. Counting Stars - One Republic | (Last week - #8, Weeks on chart - 20 weeks) |
#10. Applause - Lady Gaga | (Last week - #7, Weeks on chart - 12 weeks) |
The Red Hawks’ season has come to an end as they were defeated by Richard Stockton College in the semifinals of the NJAC Volleyball Championship. Departing seniors Sara Girgus and Marta Topor had great outings in their final game with four kills each. Montclair finished its season with a 19-12 record, reaching the feat of 19 wins for the second straight year.

The Red Hawks fell to The College of New Jersey in the final game of the NJAC Championship but remain undefeated in regulation because the game came down to penalty kicks. With their impressive season record, MSU earned a spot in the NCAA Div. III Women’s Soccer Championship and will host a four-team pod over the weekend with their first game against Colby-Sawyer at 5 p.m. at MSU Soccer Park.

Though in defeat, the Red Hawks showed that there is still some fight in them, as freshman running back Denzel Nieves ran for 180 yards in 27 carries. However, turnovers and a Ryan Davies fumble eventually put Brockport up 24-0 over MSU. The Red Hawks look to finish out their season as they host Kean this Saturday at 6 p.m. at Sprague Field.

Though they did not win the NJAC tournament, the Red Hawks’ 15-3-2 record was good enough to earn a bid to the NCAA Division III Men’s Soccer Championship. They will face Misericordia University at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pa. this coming Saturday. The Red Hawks have the possibility of facing NJAC champion Rutgers-Camden.

With a goal from forward Maura Johnson, MSU secured its second straight NJAC title in a 1-0 victory over TCNJ. The Red Hawks won the top seed of the NCAA Field Hockey Championship, meaning they will host both the second and third rounds of the tournament. They will host Mount Holyoke this Saturday at 11 a.m. on Sprague Field in their third uninterrupted appearance.

Though they did not win the NJAC tournament, the Red Hawks’ 15-3-2 record was good enough to earn a bid to the NCAA Division III Men’s Soccer Championship. They will face Misericordia University at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pa. this coming Saturday. The Red Hawks have the possibility of facing NJAC champion Rutgers-Camden.

Contemplate Nick at montclarionsports@gmail.com
Football Streak Ends with Shutout

Senior linebacker Dan Aviento chases down a running back.

MSU Rallies Around Basketball Teams

Joe Stanley Kurp  Staff Writer

The Montclair State Red Hawks football team ended Saturday’s game battered and bruised as their two-game winning streak came to an end with a 24-0 road loss to SUNY Brockport on Nov. 9. The loss marked the second time in the last 16 years that Montclair State lost in a shutout.

Although Brockport scored a 21-yard field goal and a 26-yard run by freshman running back Dan Andrews with 3:20 left in the quarter, Brockport sealed the shutout win with another touchdown run by Andrews this time a 32-yard run with 4:17 left, sealing the 24-0 win.

With the win, Brockport remains in a tie with Rowan for the NJAC title and an automatic bid to the NCAA Division III Playoffs, which will be decided next week with Rowan hosting the College of New Jersey on Friday, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m.

On offense, freshman running back Donald Nieves continued his strong breakout season, as he rushed for a season-high 180 yards on 27 carries. Sophomore quarterback Ryan Davies completed 7 of 19 passes for 26 yards, was sacked twice and threw two interceptions.

On defense, two players set school records, as senior defensive back Matt Mancino intercepted two passes and moved into second on the all-time career list for interceptions while senior linebacker Dan Aviento recorded an interception and four tackles.

This even heightened support for MSU. As students walked into Panzer and grabbed free t-shirts given to the first 250 students. They experienced a festive atmosphere, from the vendors selling free concessions all the way to DJ Ridd playing some tunes.

The mood kept improving as performances from the Compleotions Dance Team, MSU Cheerleaders and MSU-Pay Band were well apolited and enjoyable. The same went with the free raffle giveaways during breaks with prizes including an Xbox 360, book store gift cards and jerseys. 

When the Mens and Womens Basketball teams were introduced, the spirit was high as students were ready to get their first look at both the mens and womens teams.

As the players performed their shoot-arounds, made a couple dunks and were introduced individually, it made all the students in attendance excited and ready for both teams’ upcoming seasons.

Finally, there was the three-point contest that involved four lucky students teaming up with members of both the mens and womens teams.

I participated in the event and thanks to the talent of the Red Hawks, the students and the players. The competition was fierce.

When the mens and womens basketball teams start their seasons this month, it is hopeful that the school spirit Montclair State students gained will rally the teams and help them succeed on the court this year.

Overall, Red Hawk Madness was a night to never forget as many students, including myself, were able to have some fun and strengthen school spirit.

When the mens and womens basketball teams start their seasons this month, it is hopeful that the school spirit Montclair State students gained will rally the teams and help them succeed on the court this year.
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UFC Middleweight Tim Kennedy excited the troops with a TKO victory over Rafael “Sapo” Natal on Nov. 6 at UFC Fight For the Troops 3. The Brazilian met his end 4:40 into the first round. Natal found success early with kicks, but as the round came to a close, Kennedy kept going forward and threw a devastating left hook that dropped “Sapo” and finished him off with strikes. “Moments before I threw that left hook, I heard Coach Winklejohn say, ‘Tim, throw it,’” Kennedy said. “Intuitively, I listened to my coaches and I did what they wanted.”

Canadian bantamweight Alexis Davis defeated Liz Carmouche via unanimous decision in the night’s co-main event. To defeat her opponent, Davis relied heavily on leg kicks. However, Carmouche found small success, opening a cut on Davis’ face. “It was incredible the first time, but it’s starting to feel more like home now,” said Davis, who is on a four-fight winning-streak. “I knew it was going to be a war. She’s tough.”

Olympic wrestler Yoel Romero Palacio delivered a huge knockout to his opponent Ronny Markes only 99 seconds into Round Three of their middleweight bout. Markes caught the American Top Team fighter by surprise, taking him down multiple times, but Palacio capped and used technical boxing skills to outstrike him. In the third round, he let an overhand left go that floored his opponent, who he finished off with strikes on the ground.

Rustam Khabilov has been on a rise to the top and it doesn’t look like he’s stopping anytime soon. The Russian outpointed Jorge Masvidal by unanimous decision in a lightweight matchup. The two traded blows on their feet with Khabilov landing more and even landing a spinning back kick that nearly finished his opponent.

A battle of two Ultimate Fighter winners Michael Chiesa submitted Colton Smith via rear-naked choke at 1:41 into the second round of their lightweight showcase. The fighters went back and forth for the first round with Smith almost finishing the fight as the round expired. In the second round Chiesa dumped Smith on his head with a simple judo throw leaving him dazed and confused. Unable to defend, he tapped out to the choke that followed. “He was pressuring hard,” Chiesa said. “You just step across and hit the throw. That’s textbook judo, and then I went to my go-to: the rear-naked choke.”

Their poster courtesy of o.canada.com.

Kennedy and Natal pose during the pre-fight press conference.

Photo Credit: o.canada.com.

Poster for UFC: Fight for the Troops featuring the main event between Tim Kennedy and Rafael Natal.

Their poster courtesy of o.canada.com.
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Boren Awards
Scholarship to Study Critical
Need Languages Abroad

Information Session
Wednesday, November 20, 2013
Dickson Hall, Cohen Lounge
10:00 am

Come learn how you can win up to $20,000 as an undergraduate student or $30,000 as a graduate student if you’re interested in:

• Studying a less common language
• Studying in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, or the Middle East

Open to undergraduate and graduate students. All majors welcome. Special initiatives for STEM majors and those studying African languages.
Montclarion’ Staff NFL Predictions

Who’s Hot This Week

Maura Johnston
Forward — Field Hockey
Johnston was named NJAC Player of the Week thanks to her assist against Stockton in the conference semifinals and a goal against TCNJ in the championship.

Who’s Hot This Week

Michael Smith
Swimming & Diving
Smith took part in winning four events (two individual) in MSU’s 144-86 win over Drew to bring their season record to 2-2.

Game of the Week

Womens Soccer vs. Colby-Sawyer
Nov. 16, 5 p.m.

MSU will host one of the four-team pods in the round of 64 in this year’s NCAA National Tournament.

For updates, check out: www.montclairathletics.com and follow @TheMontclarion on Twitter and Instagram

‘Montclarion’ Staff NFL Predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Nick (Sports)</th>
<th>Jessica (E.i.C.)</th>
<th>Jonathan (Arts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colts vs. Titans</td>
<td>78-54</td>
<td>This Week 8-6</td>
<td>This Week 5-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packers vs. Giants</td>
<td>Giants</td>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jets vs. Bills</td>
<td>Bears</td>
<td>Ravens</td>
<td>Bears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravens vs. Bears</td>
<td>Bengals</td>
<td>Browns</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browns vs. Bengals</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
<td>Redskins</td>
<td>Lions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redskins vs. Eagles</td>
<td>Lions</td>
<td>Falcons</td>
<td>Buccaneers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lions vs. Steelers</td>
<td>Falcons</td>
<td>Cardinals</td>
<td>Cardinals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinals vs. Jaguars</td>
<td>Raiders</td>
<td>Giants</td>
<td>Cardinals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raiders vs. Texans</td>
<td>Chargers</td>
<td>Saints</td>
<td>Saints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chargers vs. Dolphins</td>
<td>Saints</td>
<td>Saints</td>
<td>Saints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49’ers vs. Saints</td>
<td>Vikings</td>
<td>Seahawks</td>
<td>Seahawks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikings vs. Seahawks</td>
<td>Chiefs</td>
<td>Broncos</td>
<td>Broncos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiefs vs. Broncos</td>
<td>Patriots</td>
<td>Patriots</td>
<td>Panthers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriots vs. Panthers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Montclair State field hockey team was crowned the NJAC Champion once again. MSU won two games in the NJAC Tournament to claim the championship for the second straight year. The Red Hawks are currently ranked the top team in the country in Division III by the National Field Hockey Coaches Association (NFHCA).

MSU opened their week on Nov. 6 with a 3-0 home win over Richard Stockton in the NJAC Tournament Semifinals. Senior midfielder Jennifer Tafro struck first for MSU in the 15th minute, knocking in the first goal for the Red Hawks and her 20th of the season.

Four minutes later, sophomore forward Maura Johnston connected with freshman forward Gianna Moglino, who notched the second score for Montclair State. In the 30th minute, Moglino registered the final goal of the day for MSU thanks to an assist from Tafro.

The Red Hawks’ next game was at home on Nov. 9 for the NJAC Championship Final against the TCNJ Lions. The teams fought valiantly, but Montclair State got the win in the end, 1-0. MSU and TCNJ went into halftime deadlocked at 0-0. The second half remained scoreless until the 53:32 mark. Tafro found Johnston, who scored the one point win for the Red Hawks with the goal. Johnston scored her 10th of the season off a pass, which she converted to a shot opportunity from the right side of the field.

“We didn’t have many opportunities, especially in terms of penalty corners, but we converted off one and that was good enough for us to get the win,” said senior defender and captain Sierra Rauchbach after the game.

Tafro was named Midfielder of the Year by the NJAC for her play this season. Tafro, senior midfielder Stephanie Lewis and junior forward/midfielder Abby Eriér were each tabbed First Team All-NJAC while sophomore forward/midfielder Brooke Hullings was named Honorable Mention.

Tafro joins Megan Ulicny from the 2003 field hockey squad as the only two players to be chosen for Midfielder of the Year. This is the second straight year Eriér was selected for the First Team All-Conference. This was Lewis’ first All-Conference NJAC award and third in the NJAC with ten assists.

Montclair State swept the NJAC Awards of the Week after they won the NJAC Tournament. Johnston and second year goalkeeper Rebecca Brattole were each named Offensive and Defensive Players of the Week, respectively. Freshman forward Gianna Moglino was selected as NJAC Rookie of the Week for the squad. Johnston had an assist in the semifinals and the game-winning score for MSU in the NJAC Final.

Brattole recorded her eighth and ninth shutouts of the season in the Red Hawks’ two wins. Brattole also had eight saves across both games. Moglino scored two key goals for Montclair State in their semifinal game against Richard Stockton.

MSU was named the #1 overall seed in the Division III Field Hockey Tournament. They will host second and third round games at Sprague Field as a result of being the top seed. The Red Hawks have a bye week until the second round, where they will face the winner of Gwynedd-Mercy and Mount Holyoke.

Montclair State’s next game will be Saturday, Nov. 16 at 11 am, when they host Mount Holyoke. MSU defeated Gwynedd-Mercy less than two weeks ago at Sprague Field during the Red Hawks’ Senior Day, 8-1. If Montclair State wins, they would continue Sunday, Nov. 17 at a time yet to be determined.